Abstract-Power grid monitoring is a very challenging task to avoid both disasters and economic damages. This is because many critical services e.g. health and welfare use the power grid as a reliable utility. Wide Area Monitoring System (WAMS) represents a technological solution to perform power grid monitoring. WAMS is based on two components: Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) and Phasor Data Concentrator (PDC). PMUs are deployed within the power grid and their purpose is to provide synchronized measurements of both magnitude and angle phase of the electric signal. PDC analyses measurements provided by different PMUs to assess the global status of the power grid. In this paper we propose an enhanced WAMS architecture based on Kalman filter to improve state estimation and fault detection within the power grid; Kalman filter allows to reduce the noise effects on measurements gathered by PMUs. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed solution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power Grid infrastructure, classified as Critical Infrastructure [1] , is a very important asset of modern societies, used as a reliable utility by many important services (e.g., health and welfare). Thus, a failure of the power grid makes these essential services unavailable.
In last years, the power grid evolved to Smart Grid i.e., a power grid that uses the IT infrastructure to improve both energy efficiency on the power grid and energy distribution to the users' homes and offices. In particular, the smart grid uses two-way digital communication technology to exchange real-time information between devices deployed within the power grid, devices deployed within customers houses/offices and control centers [2] . Each device is considered as a sensor/actuator that can: gather data (power meters, voltage sensors, etc.) and send them to the control center by using LAN or WAN network; receive commands by the control center to perform specific control operations. The usage of both IT infrastructure and Internet network has increased the number of cyber-attacks the power grid is exposed to. According to the Symantec report [3] , during the monitoring period from July 2012 to June 2013, nine attacks per day targeted the energy sector. In addition to cyberattacks, other factors as increasing load and consumption demands have enlarged electricity issues, such as blackouts, and overloads. For example in July 2012 for two days a large portion of the Indian power grid has experienced a blackout due to a 9% gap between the effective and the real available energy amount [4] .
Thus, it is very important to monitor the power grid infrastructure to avoid disasters. For this purpose Wide Area Monitoring Systems (WAMSs) are used. In particular a WAMS makes use of two types of devices: Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) and Phasor Data Concentrator (PDC). PMUs measure voltage and current phasor values in a specific area of power grid and send them to the PDC. PDC gathers phasors provided by different PMUs and analyzes them to evaluate the power grid status.
In this paper we propose an enhanced WAMS architecture to improve state estimation and fault detection within the power grid. The proposed architecture is based on a Kalman filter that performs real-time analysis of data gathered by PDC to detect anomalous power grid states called outliers. A simulator is used: i) to model the normal-abnormal behaviour of a real power grid, specifically a IEEE 9-bus system and ii) to generate a dataset containing the phasors values of each system bus at each time slot. The phasors contained within the dataset are equivalent to phasors generated by PMUs deployed at each bus of the IEEE 9-bus system. Additionally, the generated dataset contains a fault in one system bus. The dataset is analyzed through the Kalman filter for outlier detection. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed solution.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II an analysis on related works is presented; in Section III the enhanced WAMS architecture is discussed; in Section IV the IEEE-9 bus system is described and details are provided about dataset generation; in Section V experimental results are shown and in Section VI conclusions are discussed.
II. RELATED WORK
State estimation of electric power grids to allow detection of faults has been addressed in the literature (an overview is in [5] ).
Most of the classical studies of state estimator for electrical grids involve the weighted least-squares method (for (WAMS) for power grid infrastructure a survey see, e.g., [6] ). Enlargement and increasing of complexity (principally due to penetration of renewable energies) in modern power grids have generated new scenarios of faults determining the necessity of further investigations in monitoring and treatment of outliers in state estimators. In [7] , a hierarchical state estimator based on the standard weighted-least squares method is developed only for detection of malicious false data injection. In [8] and [9] heuristic approaches are described and tested on IEEE-9 bus system. Moreover, in recent years the development of PMUs for synchronized measurements have extended the scenarios for real-time monitoring of power grids. In [10] , [11] a security analysis was performed about the vulnerabilities PMU are exposed to. Instead, in this paper we focus on techniques that allow to improve state estimation and fault detection within the power grid. Thus, we consider that PMU cannot be compromised.
In [12] , a full weighted least square state estimator method combined with the use of PMUs has been proved on the IEEE-9 bus system. In [13] a new estimation method based on the unscentend Kalman filter has been studied. A twostage Kalman filtering technique has been developed in [14] . Since Kalman filter is not robust against outliers [15] , these approaches can not provide good estimation when measurements are heavily affected by noise that produces bad measurements even in absence of faults.
In this paper, we propose a variant of the Kalman filter embedding an outlier detection feature, to make it appropriate to deal with measurements coming from PMUs, heavily affected by white noise.
III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE Figure 1 depicts our enhanced WAMS architecture for power grid monitoring. The solution proposed is based on Kalman filter that allows to detect faults within the power grid.
A. Power Grid Description
In Figure 1 , the power grid (continuous rectangle) represents the data source that feeds the proposed architecture. A power system is usually divided into three parts: generation, transmission and distribution systems. In particular, the electricity is produced by converting mechanical energy into electrical energy.
The transmission system constitutes the back bone of power grid and it interconnects all generating stations to major load centers within the system. This system is organized as a meshed network that provides many alternative routes; this allows the power to flow from generators to loads.
The distribution system allows to transfer energy to the consumers. In particular, the consumers are connected to small generating plants near their own houses; these plants are connected to the distribution system.
B. Enhanced Wide Area Monitoring System Architecture
The enhanced WAMS architecture (dashed rectangle in Figure 1 ) is an infrastructure used to evaluate the realtime status of the power grid. The main idea of this approach is to analyze electric signal waveforms using phasors representation to monitor power grid behaviour. For example, if a power oscillation is detected then frequency, voltages and currents change from their nominal values. As a consequence, also the phasor changes from its own original value.
Two main components of the enhanced WAMS architecture are: Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) and Phasor Data Concentrator (PDC) [16] . PMUs are hardware devices deployed on transmission lines and their purpose is to analyze the electric signal waveforms at different geographic locations at the same time. In particular each PMU samples the electric signal waveform provided by transmission line and generates the phasors. These phasors contain information about the status of the monitored transmission line in a specific moment and they are timestamped using the clock provided by the GPS receiver. These synchronized phasors are called synchrophasors. Timestamps can be used to compare collected synchrophasors to other PMUs with microsecond precision.
Phasor Data Concentrator (PDC) is a hardware/software component designed to: gather data provided by different PMUs; store gathered data in a database; perform a comparison between the synchrophasors to assess the status of power grid; exchange phasors with PDCs at different locations to perform wide area monitoring. In this work, Kalman filter is proposed to improve state estimation and fault detection performed by PDC. More details about Kalman filter are provided in the next subsection.
C. Kalman filter with outlier treatment
The Kalman filter is a Bayesian-based method for the state evaluation of dynamical systems subjected to white noise [17] . The white noise is a kind of noise that frequently affects signals and measurements and can be easily modeled with standard normal random variables.
To properly address fault detection, here we adopt a formulation of the Kalman filter embedding an outlier detection routine, based on a fuzzy algorithm developed in [18] . In the following, we describe our technique in general terms; its application to the electric context is shown in Section V.
The estimation of the measurand state at the step
The starting σ andσ 2 are initialized according to an expert judgment or based on technical specifications. The estimation of the measurand state at the step k is determined by the following equation
with
The previous equations are derived from [19] by modeling prior estimations and measurements as normal random variables. In particular measurements are modeled by the normal random variable N (z k ,σ 2 ) and prior estimations by
. In this way, the posterior estimation is modeled like a normal random variable obtained by the product of N (z k ,σ 2 ) and
The result is still a normal random variable whose variance and mean are like in Eqs. (1) and (2). This is a straightforward application of the Bayes theorem in case of normal random variables. Finally, we use Eq. (3) for the update of the prior estimations, since in the next simulations the behavior of the measurand is unknown in the time evolution. Thus, we set the prior estimation at the step k equal to the estimation at the step k − 1. This is a standard choice in such a situation [17] .
The solution adopted in the present work modifies Eq. (2) in order to treat the presence of possible outliers. In particular, following [18] , we consider z k an outlier measurement 
we evaluate w(z k ) according to some fuzzy rules specified in [18] . The previous conditions are based on the three-sigma rule. Indeed, it is wellknown that a sampled datum from a normal distribution with mean μ and standard deviation σ belongs to the interval [μ−3σ, μ+3σ] with 0.99 probability. Thus, if |z k −x k | < 2σ, we do not consider z k as an outlier measurement, since it is not far from the prior estimation. On the other hand, if |z k − x k | > 5σ, the measurement z k can be considered an outlier measurement. Otherwise, the distance between measurement and prior estimation is not significant (neither too big nor too low) and a fuzzy treatment is preferable.
Thus, we change Eq. (2) using w in order to properly manage outliers:
In this way, the measurement z k is balanced by the weight w so that outlier measurements do not affect the Kalman filter estimation process. Indeed, when 0 ≤ w(z k ) < 1 the impact of the measurement z k is reduced in Eq. (5), since σ
IV. SCENARIO AND DATASET DESCRIPTION
In this section we describe the scenario used to validate the architecture proposed in the previous section. We used the IEEE 9-bus system (shown in Figure 2 ) which represents a portion of the Western System Coordinating Council (WSCC) 3-Machines 9-Bus system. Basically, this system contains 3 generators, 9 buses and 3 loads [20] . A simulator called MATPOWER [21] allows to simulate the IEEE 9-bus system behaviour shown in Figure 2 . In particular MATPOWER is a Matlab tool that allows to solve power flow and optimal power flow problems.
The system to be simulated e.g., IEEE 9-bus system is defined by a Matlab struct. The fields of this struct are "baseMVA", "bus", "branch", "gen". The "baseMVA" field is a scalar value while other fields are matrix. The "baseMVA" field specifies the system MVA base used for converting power into "per unit quantities". The "bus" data includes information about the voltage magnitude, voltage angle, total power generation and load at each bus. The "branch" data describes the flows and losses in each branch. The "gen" data allows to control the configuration parameters of each generator e.g., real and reactive power injections. Thus, different power grid dynamics can be simulated changing these parameters and running MATPOWER tool. The configuration parameters used to simulate the power grid shown in Figure 2 are detailed in Table I . The first six rows describe the configuration of three generators in terms of output power injected within the power grid, while the remaining rows describe the configuration of loads in terms of demanded power. In the configuration described: bus 1 is the reference bus, buses 2-3 are PV buses and remaining buses are PQ buses. Also both shunt conductance and susceptance values are equal to one for all buses.
In this study we focus on the analysis of phasors generated by different PMUs to detect e.g., a fault within power grid. Within "bus" matrix, MATPOWER provides information about the voltage magnitude and angle for each bus of simulated system. Thus we use these information as the phasors generated by PMUs. A single execution of MATPOWER outputs a single snapshot about the status of power grid according to specified inputs. MatDyn [22] is an open source tool used to perform dynamic analysis of electric power systems. It exploits MATPOWER engine to solve power flow problems. A new dataset was generated (with MatDyn) which contains the phasor values of each bus (9 in our case as shown in Figure 2 ) at each row. Thus, each dataset row represents a snapshot of power grid status per time unit. The frequency of phasors generation is 50Hz (in compliance to the IEEE C37.118-2011 standard) and the time simulation chosen is 80 minutes. By using this configuration the dataset contains 240000 samples.
Also, the dataset contains a fault that is injected within the simulated power grid after 56 minutes. In particular a three-phase bus fault is simulated by increasing the shunt susceptance of the bus number 2 of about e 10 , leading the voltage phasor measured at that bus to ≈ 0 + j0. Of course the fault injected at bus number 2 affects the remaining part of the power grid, specifically the phasors measured at each bus.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In these simulations, we use the Kalman filter in order to determine the state of the IEEE 9-bus system, analyzing the phasors determined by the PMUs in Section IV. Prior estimations are set as in Table II and we use the following uncertainties:
for each component of the measurand vector which is composed by real and imaginary part of voltages for each bus (i.e., it has 18 components). The uncertaintyσ 2 = 0.5 related to measurements has been chosen greater than the uncertainty σ 2 −1 related to prior estimations, since in our scenario measurements are heavily affected by white noise. Simulations have been performed with MATLAB and we show the results in Figures 3, 4, 5, 6 .
In Figures 3 and 4 the measurements (solid line) and the estimations (dot line), provided by the technique described in Section III-C, are shown for voltage real and imaginary part of bus 1. In the figures, the circle on the y-axis is the prior estimation. Similarly, Figures 5 and 6 show the same quantities for bus 2. The remaining buses show behaviors similar to bus 1 and are here omitted.
First of all, we can observe that our technique provides estimations without the heavy noise that affects the measurements. Indeed, before the fault (simulated from the step 168100) fluctuations of the voltage estimations are reduced with respect to measurements. Estimations amount between 0.5 and 1 for the voltage real part of bus 1 and around 0 for the voltage imaginary part of bus 1, while measurements show wider oscillations between 1 and -1 in all the cases. Similar behavior for the remaining buses.
When the fault is injected within bus 2 (at step 168100) both real and imaginary parts of this bus drop to 0 after few seconds (as shown in Figure 5 and 6). Figures 3 and 4 show the effects of this fault on the bus 1. In particular, we can observe that the estimations of the imaginary part of voltage take a constant behavior instead of their characteristic fluctuations. Similarly, the estimations of the real part of voltage take a monotonic decreasing.
Thus, in this preliminary work we highlighted that Kalman filter dynamic can be used to perform the fault 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper analyzed fault detection in power grids and proposed an enhanced WAMS architecture to improve power grid monitoring; a customized Kalman filter technique is used to analyze electric signal waveforms, using phasors representation. The Kalman filter technique has been described and applied to a dataset of 240000 phasors generated by simulating the IEEE 9-bus system behaviour. In this paper we focused on faults detection without considering their nature (e.g., malicious or accidental). The obtained results show that the Kalman filter allows to provide estimations without the heavy noise affecting the measurements. Also we highlighted that the Kalman filter shows different behaviours when in presence or absence of faults. Thus it can be used to perform fault detection.
Moving from these encouraging results, planned future work includes investigations on: i) sensitivity of the results to different values adopted in the Kalman filter for the uncertainty parameters; ii) fault detection capability of 
